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Purpose: To improve social skills for teens with autism spectrum disorder (ASD)   

Objectives:  To investigate the efficacy of using parent-assistance in combination with mobile 

application technology to promote social functioning in adolescents 11 to 18 years with ASD. 

Study: Thirty-seven adolescents with ASD (36 males; 11 females), ages 11 to 18 and with an IQ 

above 70, were assigned to one of three conditions: PEERS® Virtual-Coach (VC), PEERS® 

Treatment-As-Usual (TAU), or Delayed-Treatment Control (DTC). Adolescents assigned to VC 

or TAU received 14 weeks of 90-minute weekly group instruction with parent assistance, 

following the PEERS® for Adolescents curriculum. However, VC adolescents also used the 

FriendMaker mobile app for virtual social coaching. The mobile app provided outlines for 

targeted social skills and 25 embedded role-play videos. In contrast, DTC participants waited 14 

weeks to receive any treatment. Researchers compared the social functioning of all three groups 

using blind behavioral observation, self-reports from the adolescents, and parental and teacher 

reports. The teachers were blind to the assigned conditions.  

Results: In comparison to DTC adolescents, VC and TAU adolescents exhibited greater social 

responsiveness, social communication, social motivation, and social cognition. VC and TAU 

adolescents also showed decreases in restricted interests and repetitive behaviors. Teachers 

reported decreases in problem behaviors and parents reported improvements in communication, 

empathy and engagement in VC and TAU adolescents. However, according to teacher reports, 

VC adolescents showed greater improvement.  

Practical Relevance: Many adolescents with ASD cannot generalize the social skills training to 

natural, everyday settings. PEERS® effectively incorporates parental assistance in its curriculum. 

However, as the researchers acknowledge, parental coaching may create artificial social contexts 

and stigmatization. This study indicates that virtual coaching, in combination with parental 

coaching, leads to greater generalization in educational and social settings than the traditional 

parent-mediated model. The revised PEERS® offers concrete tools for mental health 

professionals, educators, parents, self-advocates and other stakeholders to improve the social 

functioning of adolescents with ASD.  


